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are *Animated
*Illustrated *Self-

Centering
*Inflatable *Bounce-

Back *Drop-able
*Dynamic *Colored
Size: -------- The
license includes all
the files necessary
to use the icons in
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your applications.
The icons are

intended to be used
with directories,
however, due to the
nature of the vector
format the icons can

be used in many
other applications.
Each icon includes a
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transparent
background which you
may wish to fill
with a background
colour of your
choice. Credits:
-------- We would
like to thank the
following people,

for helping with the
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production of this
pack. Stephanie

Jones - the creator
of the Iconery Icon
Set. Lithian - Binkk

- TurboSquid -
Phoinix - Maimark -
Trina Kolenko -

Clorox Games - Josie
- Marius - Jason -
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Samboy - The Iconery
Team - You can also

purchase them
individually at The
material of which

these icons are made
is a registered

trademark of Bizagi,
Inc. We use cookies
to store session
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information to
facilitate

remembering your
login information,
to allow you to save
website preferences,

to
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- Create custom
folders/directories,
set a hotkey and
assign a macro to

them - Sylver folder
icons - It is
recommended to

create a folder with
the name "" A simple
macro creation tool.
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It can be used to
create keyboard

macros and
shortcuts.

Compatible with
latest versions of
Windows. IP Address
To Cursor Hotkey is

a simple macro
creation tool. It
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can be used to
create keyboard

macros and
shortcuts. It can be
used with latest

versions of Windows
OS. It is compatible
with "Alt" + Cursor
key to change the
cursor position.
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This macro can be
set for a single

keyboard shortcut or
for multiple

shortcuts to make
this faster. It can
be used to rename
any file or folder
on the left hand

side. You can choose
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the position of the
cursor on the active
document window.
KeyMACRO - Create

custom
folders/directories,
set a hotkey and
assign a macro to
them. - It is
recommended to
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create a folder with
the name "" - You

can select a
directory by

clicking on the
folder. - All icons
are in ico format IP
Address To Cursor
Hotkey is a simple
macro creation tool.
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It can be used to
create keyboard

macros and
shortcuts. It can be
used with latest

versions of Windows
OS. It is compatible
with "Alt" + Cursor
key to change the
cursor position.
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This macro can be
set for a single

keyboard shortcut or
for multiple

shortcuts to make
this faster. It can
be used to rename
any file or folder
on the left hand

side. You can choose
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the position of the
cursor on the active
document window.
KeyMACRO - Create

custom
folders/directories,
set a hotkey and
assign a macro to
them. - It is
recommended to
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create a folder with
the name "" - You

can select a
directory by

clicking on the
folder. - All icons
are in ico format IP
Address To Cursor
Hotkey is a simple
macro creation tool.
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It can be used to
create keyboard

macros and
shortcuts. It can be
used with latest

versions of Windows
OS. It is compatible
with "Alt" + Cursor
key to change the
cursor position.
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This macro can be
set for a single

keyboard shortcut or
for multiple

shortcuts to make
this faster. It can
be used to rename
any file 1d6a3396d6
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Aluminium Folder Set To IP [Updated]

Add real aluminium
folders icons and
make your folders
look better than
ever. These
aluminium folder
icons are available
in a variety of
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styles and are at
the same time
incredibly easy to
work with. Animated
Silver Aluminium
Folder Set to IP For
Mac or Windows. Use
these beautiful
animated folder
icons for your
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folders. Add them to
your projects to
give your folders a
fresh and exciting
look. Stylish style
& looks Each icon is
unique and very
detailed. Lots of
folders in set 26
icons in the set -
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57 px icons - 16 x
16 pixels - Ico
format - Full
resolution in PNG
and transparent PNG
- Generate your own
vector icons If you
need a vectorized
version of the
icons, just use our
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tool and send us
your icons! Delivery
and Support: All the
icons in the set
will be delivered to
you in a zip folder.
The package contains
26 icons in 16x16
pixels each. All the
files are in PNG
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format for best
quality and lowest
file size. You will
receive a printable
preview of the
icons. You can
change the icons
easily in the
preview. All icons
are delivered in a
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zip folder that you
can expand to your
computer. A backup
is also included.
The zip folder
contains 26 PNG
files that you can
open and edit. You
can easily replace
each icon with any
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other icon by simply
opening the correct
PNG file. Support
and Questions: For
support or questions
please visit our
help section. In the
Help section you can
find how to install
and use the set. We
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are at your service
if you need more
help. You can send
us an email or use
our ticket system.
License: You can use
the set for your
personal use. The
set is licensed
under the Creative
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Commons Non-
Commercial No
Derivatives license.
The icons are not
included in this
set. You can add
these to the set if
you want. Just send
us an email. The
icons are released
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in the public
domain. Thanks for
buying! Note: The
icons are generated
from the same source
as the following
set: • Swich Case
Folders - 25 folder
icons The following
license applies to
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the icon pack: The
icons are released
under the Creative
Commons License. You
can use the icons
for free for your
personal use and
share them with
others under
Creative Commons
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Attribution Non-
Commercial License.
You can modify the
icons and use them
for commercial use
(maybe add an

What's New in the?

Free Folder Icons
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gives you 12 sylver
and aluminium folder
icons in ico format.
The size is 16x16
and the file type is
bitmap image. The
great advantage of
the folder icons is
their extremely
beautiful
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appearance, which
you can take
advantage of. The
folder icons can be
used in your
directories and are
suitable for almost
every type of
business and
individual. All of
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the folders have the
correct icon. Your
folders can now be
even more beautiful!
The free file icons
can be used in your
folders, in files,
and in your browser.
They can be used to
enhance your
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computer's
appearance. Free
Folder Icons
Description: Sylver
File Icons gives you
12 sylver and
aluminium folder
icons in ico format.
The size is 16x16
and the file type is
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bitmap image. The
great advantage of
the folder icons is
their extremely
beautiful
appearance, which
you can take
advantage of. The
file icons can be
used in your
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directories and are
suitable for almost
every type of
business and
individual. All of
the files have the
correct icon. Your
files can now be
even more beautiful!
The free file icons
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can be used in your
folders, in files,
and in your browser.
They can be used to
enhance your
computer's
appearance. Sylver
File Icons
Description: Free
Folder Icons gives
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you 12 sylver and
aluminium folder
icons in ico format.
The size is 16x16
and the file type is
bitmap image. The
great advantage of
the folder icons is
their extremely
beautiful
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appearance, which
you can take
advantage of. The
folder icons can be
used in your
directories and are
suitable for almost
every type of
business and
individual. All of
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the folders have the
correct icon. Your
folders can now be
even more beautiful!
The free file icons
can be used in your
folders, in files,
and in your browser.
They can be used to
enhance your
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computer's
appearance. Free
Folder Icons
Description:
Aluminium Folder Set
to IP gives you
sylver folder icons
that you can use
with your
directories. All
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icons are in ico
format. You can use
these beautifully
crafted icons in
order to enhance
your folders'
appearance. Try them
now! Aluminium
Folder Set to IP
Description: Free
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Folder Icons gives
you 12 sylver and
aluminium folder
icons in ico format.
The size is 16x16
and the file type is
bitmap image. The
great advantage of
the folder icons is
their extremely
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beautiful
appearance, which
you can take
advantage of. The
folder icons can be
used in your
directories and are
suitable for almost
every type of
business and
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individual. All of
the folders have the
correct icon. Your
folders can now be
even more beautiful!
The free file icons
can be used in your
folders, in files,
and in your browser.
They can be used to
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enhance your
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System Requirements For Aluminium Folder Set To IP:

Processor: Dual core
1.2GHz, RAM: 2 GB,
Graphics: OpenGL 2.1
compatible, Hard
Disk: 5GB free
space, OS: Microsoft
Windows 7/8/8.1/10
(64bit), Internet
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Explorer 8+,
DirectX: Version
9.0c Hard Disk
Space: 7.7GB Source:
Ratings
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